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      Parker

Alice Parker, internationally renowned composer, 
conductor, and teacher, began composing at age eight 
and wrote her first orchestral score while still in high 
school. She studied composition and conducting at 
Smith College and The Juilliard School, where she 
began her long association with Robert Shaw. The 
many Parker/Shaw settings of American folk songs, 
hymns, and spirituals from that period form an 
enduring repertoire for choruses all around the world.  

In 1985, singers and choral directors who had been fired by her talent and love for the 
varied and subtle sounds of voices singing together, convinced her to start her own group.  
Melodious Accord, inc. is focused on what is for Parker the heart of vocal music: the 
melody. The Musicians of Melodious Accord, a sixteen-voice professional chorus, now 
concentrates on recording, having released 14 albums in the last two decades. Through 
the Melodious Accord Fellowship Program, mid-career professional musicians are brought 
together for inspiration and refreshment in their teaching, composing, and conducting 
under Parker’s mentorship. The organization also sponsors workshops, symposia, and Parker 
appearances, and publishes an e-Newsletter.

Alice Parker continues to work on her own compositions and arrangements. She has 
composed the choral forms from opera to cantata, from sacred anthems to songs on texts by 
distinguished poets. She has been commissioned by such well-known groups as Chanticleer, 
the Vancouver Chamber Singers, and the Atlanta Symphony, as well as hundreds of 
community, school, and church choruses. Her works appear in the catalogs of a dozen 
publishing companies.
 
Now a resident of western Massachusetts, Parker has published books on melodic styles, 
choral improvisation, and church music. In 2010, during the Melodious Accord 25th 
Anniversary celebration, The Melodious Accord Hymnal was published, with Parker’s settings of 
contemporary poets and folk hymns. The second edition of her classic essays on song leading 
and congregational singing, Melodious Accord: Good Singing in Church, appeared in 2013.

Parker has served on the Board of Directors of Chorus 
America and was named their first Director Laureate. She 
was honored by the dedication to her of the Eastern Division 
Convention of the American Choral Directors Association;  
she received their Robert Shaw Award at the National 
Convention in 2013. Named Distinguished Composer of 
the Year 2000 by the American Guild of Organists, she is 
also a Fellow of the Hymn Society of the United States and 
Canada. She is the recipient of six honorary doctorates and 
the Smith College Medal, as well as grants from ASCAP, the 
National Endowment for the Arts, The Aaron Copland Fund 
for Music, and the American Music Center.

For more information, please consult the website:
www.melodiousaccord.org.
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Melody-based Teaching
of Music Theory

AIM:
TeAch Music fundAMenTAls Through Melody.

leArn To lisTen, sing, iMprovise, noTATe.
focus on sound rATher ThAn on The pAge.

creATe lifelong Music lovers.

Imagine a classroom in beginning music theory, or music appreciation, where all the 
students are actively involved in lively discussion and singing. When the basis of the 
study is melody (rather than “reading” or “harmony” or “theory”), we recreate the way 
humans have always learned music, handing songs down from one generation to the next 
through voice and ear. A collection of folk tunes from many lands is our textbook, and 
our principal aim is to make each song come alive. The class becomes a chorus, listening 
and imitating; only when the song comes easily to our memories do we begin to discuss its 
components: text, rhythm, pitch, and form. Sound comes before sight: the page reminds 
us of the engaging tune. We are concerned with mood, articulation, dance, and energy,  
with listening to each other and finding ways to share and continue the song.

This is basic musicianship, which should be experienced many times before theoretical 
rules are introduced. Our culture has spent many years basing music study on the page:  
it’s now time to return it to the ear. There is no way to notate the important information 
about any song: the black and white marks on the page do not give us music —only a 
recipe for it. Only the ear, and the responding voice, can capture those subtle qualities. 
And the goal of our study is to find and release the unique, magnetic force of each tune.

Alice Parker has written two books that express this philosophy of music education, based 
on many decades of writing, performing, and teaching music through song. The Anatomy 
of Melody: Exploring the Single Line of Song is the first step. We are apt to think that all 
songs need accompaniment: actually, song has existed for millennia without harmony, 
and still does today in much of the world. We need to re-learn how to listen, to become 
aware of the subtle interplay of pronunciation, accent, pitch inflection, formal design, and 
mood, which results in a memorable solo or unison performance.

The Answering Voice: The Beginnings of Counterpoint gives us the next step in improvised 
group singing. The aim is creating a conversation in song: finding a way to respond to 
an ongoing song, surrounding it with its own phrases. Melody growing out of melody in 
an endless chain is an art learned only by expectation and practice. We sing and respond, 
listen and try again, until we master the art of keeping the song in motion. This is 
exactly like keeping a ball in play: we are exchanging energy through the physical laws of 
motion.  The entire class experiences the pleasure of communicative performance...and 
the challenge of transferring that to the page.

 



Music Teaching
in the Classroom

I.   Music is The World of sound

• Ear and voice, hearing and responding
• Use the whole body: breath, voice, vibrating cavities, mind, and heart
• Song: pitches and rhythms, poetry, drama, dance (theater)
• True folk songs and great composed songs are your principal 

repertoire.

II.  TeAch by Wholes

• Sing the song irrestibly, rather than correctly.
 Remember: “Music is that which cannot be notated.”
• Sing and echo un-notatable inflections, different every time.
• Create a mood, a scenario, a dance.
 Unless it moves us, literally, it’s not good enough.
 (The smallest child knows when it’s right.)

III. eAch song is A drAMA

• Who is singing? Where? When? How? Why?
• Who is listening? Responding? When? How?
• Can you find a mood/sonority adjective that describes this song?
• What mood do you want in the room? What sound will establish it?

IV. The building blocks

• Teach the whole song first by rote; then make games out of the 
components.

• Words: rhythm, accent, tone of voice, loaded syllables, idiom, place
• Rhythm: counting, conducting, dancing (metric or non-metric)
• Pitch: home, away (how far), curves in air, high and low points
• Form: cadence, phrase, repetition, contrast, variation

V.   noTATion

• Use the page as a reminder of the sound (never separate from 
specific sound).

• Teach notation by wholes as well. Try writing a well-known song, 
discovering which elements are needed (text, rhythm, and finally 
pitches).

• Teach writing first, and then reading!

VI.  goAls

• The ultimate responsibility is to nurture lifelong music lovers. 
The class is the laboratory: the better they sing, the better the 
musicianship.

• Tests: the class listens well, sings well, learns new songs quickly, 
remembers old songs, joins in with enthusiasm, improvises easily, 
loves music.

© 2014 Alice Parker



The Anatomy of Melody:
Exploring the Single Line of Song

Abbreviated Contents

overvieW 1)   The Power of Melody
 2)   Song as Possibility

building blocks 3)   In the Beginning Is the Word
 4)   The Eternal Dance
 5)   The Uses of Silence
 6)   Mountain Ranges

The explosive coMbinATion 7)   Breath and Phrase
 8)   Text and Tune

Melodic sTyles 9)    In History
 10)  In Geography
 11)  In Function

The neW eleMenT 12)  Fundamental Energy
 13)  Form and Forms

eAr plAy And eye plAy 14)  Improvisation
 15)  Combining Ear and Eye
 16)  Encountering the Page

noTATion: The bAr sinisTer 17)  The Page Itself
 18)  One Composer’s Relationship with the Page

coMMunicATing The song 19)  One Conductor’s Relationship with Song
 20)  The Circle of Song



The answer was always within the single line itself—not the 
setting, the harmonies (actual or implied), or any of its elements 
separately. The tune itself (text + rhythm + pitch) contained, like a
seed, all the elements needed for its growth. If something was missing,
one might try to replace it with cleverness, but never with profundity.
Over the twenty years Robert Shaw and I worked together, I came to
have a profound respect for any melody that lasted, any melody that
successive generations have sung and loved and kept in their hearts
and passed on to the next. 

Let us look at one folk song (Figure 1.1), trying to identify the 
elements within it that combine to give it this enduring and endearing
structure. Consider first the whole song, for as children we learn songs by
wholes, by hearing them lovingly sung and then joining in with bits and
snatches until the whole is securely lodged in memory. From hearing 
we get the tone of voice, the unique personality of the singer, 
subtle articulations, the storytelling, mood-setting, and immediate 
communication. We are not aware of notes and rhythms or breathing and
tone production, but of arching phrases, motion and climax, bodily
involvement, and the invitation to join in. None of this can be notated.

FIGURE 1.1. “Oh, Shenandoah”

Text and tune: Early American
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The Anatomy of Melody   —  Alice Parker

& bbb 44 43œ
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More verses: 

Oh, Shenandoah, I love your daughter;
Way hay, you rolling river, 
Oh, Shenandoah, I love your daughter.
Way hay, we’re bound away, ’cross the wide Missouri. 

Oh, Shenandoah, I’m bound to leave you;
Way hay, you rolling river,
Oh, Shenandoah, I’ll not deceive you.
Way hay, we’re bound away, ’cross the wide Missouri.

“Oh, Shenandoah” evokes longing, memories of home, the curves of
water, and the surging of waves. It is not a work song. The rhythm is
not that of repeated, regular muscular exertion, but of the slow swell
of the ocean. The curves of the melody itself are released only when
sung freely, when the voice can expand on the high notes and move
with infinite flexibility through gentle rises and falls. It is a fo’castle
shanty, sung at night in the sailors’ quarters when the work is done,
keeping the rhythms of the sea on an inland river.

The text is ambiguous and often varied (as it is in many folk
songs). The title may refer to an Indian chief, a river, or the region
around it. The refrains built into the piece  (“Way hay, you rolling
river” and “Way hay, we’re bound away, ’cross the wide Missouri”)
suggest work or geography, but the verses are about love. “Oh,
Shenandoah, I long to hear you” could refer to all three, and the third,
love, could be a long-ago or a very present desire. Dialogue is built
into the song: the solo voice begins, and the listeners respond.
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— Reflections —

• Chant “Oh, Shenandoah”
• How much freedom from meter is there?
• Try reading the song in strict rhythms and then freely. What is

the difference? Which do you prefer?
• Which notes can be held longer? Where can you hurry? How

are you breathing?
• Can you hear “Oh, Shenandoah” sung by a man? A woman? A

child? A big voice? A light voice? An opera singer? What is the
difference? Which do you prefer?

• Sing it for yourself alone.
• Now, pretend there is one other person. Can you coax a child to

join in?
• Now you are with a group of friends, inviting them to join in.

How do you feel? How would your singing change with a group
of strangers? With a paying audience? Which do you prefer?

• How would you lead the song in each instance above? What kind
of motions would you use?

• Can you write down the song so that it looks like what you are
singing? Make up your own notation. (It’s to remind you, not for
someone else.)

• Do you know other songs that can be sung this freely? Try
“Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless Child” (Figure1.3).
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The Answering Voice:
The Beginnings of Counterpoint

Abbreviated Contents

pArT one: iMprovisATion

 1 Teaching Vocal Improvisation: singing, listening, responding, with no page
 2 Melodic Counterpoint: a historical survey of sound and style
 3 Text Counterpoint: two voices in rhythmic word-play
 4 Rhythmic Counterpoint: meters and accents, dancing the beat
 5 What the Page Does Not Show – The Rhythm Underneath:
           time, subdivisions, quality of beat, speech rhythms
 6 Planning Form: preparing for sung improvisation
 7 Chant-Style Melodies: performing and notating without a meter
           sung and written assignments
 8 Pentatonic Melodies: scales and chords, patterns and canons
 9 Modal Melodies: scales and chords, examples of most-used modes
10 Tonal Melodies: scales and chords, imitation in a harmonic world
11 Harmonic Counterpoint: combining melodies with chords
12 African-American Spirituals: blues, jazz, and world music
13 A Review and a Challenge: can you write what you sing?

inTerMezzo: life lessons

pArT TWo: chorAl ArrAnging

14 The Whole Circle: composer, performer, listener  — and improviser
15 Imagining the Whole: bringing together song and singer
16 Choosing a Tune and Text: different versions of folk songs,
           finding the sound
17 Analyzing – Learning from Others: studying, lead sheets, and outlines
18 Finding the Details – Mining the Tune: text, rhythm, pitches, form
19 Notes to the Teacher: suggestions, musical ideas
20 The Actual Writing: from outlien to full score, filling in, cautions
21 Finishing Details: other markings, proofreading, title page
22 Out in the World: performance, commissioning, evaluations,
           audiences, publication
23 Extensions: writing in 3 and 4 parts, descants, harmonization,
           accompaniment
24 Final Thoughts: the craft of writing for voices
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Alice Parker

In traditional chant, the principal responsibility of the answering voice is not to 
disturb the rhythmic freedom of the melody. No counter curves may be set up which 
will box in the original line. Therefore I suggest that only three devices are open to 
this second voice: pedal, antiphony, cadential echo.

Pedal. The fundamental pedal is always the last note of the song: home. Therefore, 
establish the pedal by having one voice hold the last note of the first verse, while the 
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The Answering Voice • The Beginnings of Counterpoint

FIGURE 13.1 “Fare Thee Well”

As you are imagining different answers, think of the characters in the little drama 
you are composing. Who is singing that melody? Young or old, high voice or low, 
trained or innocent? Why are they singing? Who is listening, responding? The 
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The Anatomy of Melody
Exploring the Single Line of Song

Alice Parker

Alice Parker reawakens our intrinsic desire to 
hear a beautiful, sweeping musical phrase with 
her masterful book on melody. Informed by her 
more than 50 years of composing, conducting, 
coaching, and teaching, her passion for the 
combined poetry of words and music carries us 
back to the very basis of song. 

This book explores the history of melody, 
its elements, regional differences in performance, 
and more, with references to 70+ musical 
examples drawn from the most beloved melodies.

Throughout the book’s 20 chapters, you will 
abandon harmony, counterpoint, and theory to 
discover the delight of a single line of music. 
Journey back with Alice Parker to that time 
when you were still a child, a time when you 
responded instinctively to melody. 

G-6765  Hardcover, 216 pages  . . . . $26.95

The Answering Voice:
The Beginning of Counterpoint

A Sequel to The Anatomy of Melody

Alice Parker
“Notes on a page are like leaves on a tree: They live only 

when connected to twig, branch, bough, trunk and roots. 

They are the result of growth, not the beginning of it.”

—Alice Parker

The Answering Voice opens our ears and voices to 
a new way of understanding counterpoint.

Drawing on her fifty years of composing 
and teaching, Alice Parker envisions a theory or 
composition class where everyone sings. Great 
melodies are the basic material: they teach us 
how to create great responses. 

Instead of a written line constructed by 
ancient rules, two singers play a game in song. 
One sings the melody in a way that invites an 
answer, and the other improvises an immediate 
response. Often the answering voice finds only 
one or two notes to echo. But these are the 
beginning of a two-part choral arrangement that 
grows out of the melody itself. 

Musicians learn how to enter fearlessly 
into group improvisation, then how to plan an 
entire arrangement based on improvised ideas. 
Creating that second voice is both a challenge 
and a delight. It is in many ways the beginning 
of the craft of the composer, something different 
from the gift.

Composers, conductors, singers, instru-
mentalists, teachers, and students at all levels 
will be challenged and rewarded by this sound-
based approach to theory. 

G-8623  Hardcover, 128 pages . . . . $21.95

OTHER BOOKS BY ALICE PARKER

The Anatomy of 
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G-6765 Hardcover
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